
Elements and Principles of Design 
Your First Entry in Your Process Portfolio 

*Make this your first entry in your Table of Contents 

 

Rationale: The Elements and Principle of Design are the ingredients for visual communication.  Our goal 

this year is that you understand how to manipulate them to effectively visually communicate.  To begin 

our goal, make a double page spread at the beginning of your Process Portfolio –  for VA1 students, this 

will be just after your table of contents (also a double page spread). 

Resources: 1. The list below   2. The posters around the art room   3. The Internet 

Method:   

A. Make all of these fit on a double page spread – elements of design on one side and principles of 

design on the other side – these are meant to be brief but to the point 

B. Use a variety of art media to communicate each element and principle – for value you might use 

a graphite pencil – for line you might use a pen – for shape you might cut paper – color? 

C. Option:  you might also look for visual examples in the magazines to cut out  

a. Example 1: implied texture – cut out the scales of a snake,  actual texture – create scales 

with cut paper  

D. Make clear page titles 

E. Write page numbers (1 and 2) 

F. Make your pages as clear as possible 

G. Write an explanation whenever necessary 

H. You are graded on completion and neatness (10pts) 

I. We will have 2 days of class time.  Maaayyybbee 3. 

 

Elements and Principles of Design 

The Elements of Design are like the basics in a cake recipe. If you wanted to make 

a cake, you couldn't make one without the basic ingredients. To create a work of 

art, you need the basic ingredients. Without the basic "ingredients" or elements 

of art, art could not be created. The basic ingredients of art are: 

Line - A mark created by moving a point across in a particular direction. Lines can be implied (you can't 

physically see a line but your eye moves in a certain direction anyway.)  

Shape - An object created by line that is represented in 2 dimensions (flat). Shapes can be geometrical 

(regular shapes) or organic (irregular shapes).  Shapes are contained within an implied line, color 

changes, or value changes.   

Form - Form describes volume and mass or the 3 dimensional aspects of objects that take up space. 

Color – Color is made of light, therefore, there must be light for us to see color. 



 

Space - The open or empty space around above, between, inside, or below objects. Space can be 

positive or negative.  Space has height, width, and depth.  The illusion of space can be created on a 2 

dimensional surface. 

Texture -The way something feels (actual texture) or the way it looks like it feels (visual or simulated 

texture) 

Value - The lightness or darkness of a color. Tints have a light value. Shades have a dark value. 

 

 

The Principles of Design are guidelines artist use to organize the elements of art 

into a composition.  The artist's goal is to make you think and manipulate your 

eyes. He or she can control your eyes by adding the following principles of design. 

Balance – Balance refers to the distribution of visual weight in a work of art. Balance can be 

symmetrical, asymmetrical, or radial. 

Contrast - A deliberate way of arranging elements of art that are not alike in order to draw attention, 

create emphasis, and/or break up a monotonous area.  

Unity - The quality of feeling whole, together, and complete by manipulating elements of art. Adding 

similar elements or one element all over tends to create unity. 

Emphasis -The importance given to certain areas. An area that is emphasized tends to dominate the 

viewer’s attention. An artist might give emphasis to an area by making it bigger, using contrast, using 

bright or hot colors, or using complementary colors. 

Movement- An illusion created by the artist to convey action in a piece of stationery art. This can be 

achieved by repetition, adding lines, or careful placement of objects.  Movement can also direct the 

viewer’s attention through the artwork. 

Pattern – Pattern uses the art elements in planned or random repetitions to enhance surface. 

Rhythm – The repetition of the visual movement.  Variety is essential to keep rhythms exciting and 

active ad to avoid monotony.                        


